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Abstract. The paper presents Guided video object segmentation by tracking (gVOST) method for a human-in-the-loop video object segmentation which significantly reduces the manual annotation effort. The method is designed for an interactive object segmentation in a wide range of videos with a minimal user input. User to iteratively selects and annotates a small set of anchor frames by just a few clicks on the object border. The segmentation then is propagated to intermediate frames. Experiments show that gVOST performs well on diverse and challenging videos used in visual object tracking (VOT2020 dataset) where it achieves an IoU of 73\% at only 5\% of the user annotated frames. This shortens the annotation time by 98\% compared to the brute force approach. gVOST outperforms the state-of-the-art interactive video object segmentation methods on the VOT2020 dataset and performs comparably on a less diverse DA VIS video object segmentation dataset.
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1 INTRODUCTION

High-quality annotations are crucial in the development of modern computer vision methods. While they are traditionally important for objective evaluation, they have recently become the driving force for training ever-advancing deep learning models. Per-pixel segmentation is fundamental for various computer vision tasks, like object detection [8], video editing [24], surveillance [6] and autonomous driving [16]. But obtaining large manually annotated training and testing datasets, especially per-frame segmented videos, is time-consuming, error-prone and costly.

A number of semi-automatic user-guided segmentation methods have been proposed to address the need for accurately segmented objects in videos [10, 18, 3]. These methods, commonly referred to as video object segmentation (VOS) methods, focus on accurate segmentation in high-resolution videos. On the other hand, even the state-of-the-art video object segmentation methods are designed for segmentation over relatively short video sequences and lack robustness for small fast-moving objects that substantially change the appearance and low-quality videos with varying lighting conditions. This reduces their effectiveness and generality. Object generality is particularly emphasized in the field of general visual object tracking. An object tracking algorithm has to predict the position of the target in a sequence given only its location in the first frame. The tracker has to be robust over a range of objects and work in a variety of scenes. While general object tracking traditionally considers target locations as bounding boxes, there has been a recent shift towards complete target segmentation. For example, the major tracking challenge, VOT [11] has abandoned bounding boxes in short-term tracking category and now requires trackers...
to output segmentation masks. The most recent VOT challenge also demonstrates that general object trackers cope much better with challenging targets in long videos than video object segmentation algorithms.

In the paper, we address the issue of the video object dataset annotation. We draw our inspiration from the development in visual object tracking and propose an interactive method for a fast and accurate video object segmentation – gVOST (guided video object segmentation by tracking). gVOST uses the state-of-the-art single frame segmentation that allows user to accurately segment an object with a few clicks. This is combined with recent advances in VOT that enable the propagation of the mask from individual keyframes to the remaining frames. We also describe a method that selects the best mask proposal when there are several masks available. Our experimental analysis shows that gVOST performs well over a range of videos and outperforms recent state-of-the-art video object segmentation methods on the most challenging ones. Furthermore, gVOST is integrated in an application for video annotation. The application is positively tested by independent researchers for annotation of tracking videos.

2 RELATED WORK

The user-guided video object segmentation methods can be roughly divided according to the type of the user-involvement into (a) semi-supervised and (b) interactive video object segmentation. Semi-supervised video object segmentation methods predict segmentation masks for the entire video based on the segmentation mask of the first frame. Many methods [26, 1] segment the target based on the features extracted in the first frame. Tomakov et al. [25] combine the motion data and an appearance embedding to maintain the state of object from frame to frame. [22] proposes a three-step approach, where multiple sequence-specific region proposals are generated for each video frame based on the mask in the first frame. A segment proposal tracking algorithm is used to label regions of query objects, which is followed by spatial refinement. These methods do not support any feedback refinement loop which makes them less suitable for an interactive video segmentation.

An interactive video annotation [2] extends the user control over segmentation as a feedback loop. Most of the state-of-the-art interactive VOS methods [18, 10, 21] are based on two steps: (i) interaction or annotation and (ii) propagation or transfer. In the interaction step, the user approximated segmentation masks are used from multiple frames and this information is aggregated into an appearance model. In [18, 10] the propagation algorithm predicts masks over empty frames using an appearance model. In [3], visual tracking is used to constrain segmentation to tracker-predicted bounding boxes whereas, our method fully integrates the segmentation tracker into the segmentation pipeline.

The user interaction with the segmentation method must be carefully designed. Since a manual mask annotation takes approximately 79 seconds per image [15], image segmentation techniques are used in the interactive VOT methods (Fig. 1). Most methods [10, 18, 3] use scribbles, i.e., a set of curves roughly covering the object area. A faster, but less accurate alternative, is initialization using bounding boxes [29, 27]. Unlike our method which requires the user to click a set of object boundary points, akin to [15, 13]. This kind of input requires less user effort as scribbles and avoids the cumbersome process of drawing accurate bounding-boxes.

3 GUIDED VIDEO OBJECT SEGMENTATION BY TRACKING

Video object segmentation can be formally defined as a process that transforms a sequence of images \( \{I_0, ..., I_N\} \) into an equally long sequence of binary masks \( \{M_0, ..., M_N\} \), each corresponding to one input image. An object of interest is defined externally, either as a complete segmentation in a single frame or in an interaction with the user. A richer interaction leads to overall better results, but at the cost of the user engagement. It is therefore crucial to make a compromise between the user engagement and the segmentation.
quality.

The balance is ensured by minimizing the user work in two ways: (1) structural properties of natural images are used to efficiently segment individual images with a limited amount of user input, and (2) a temporal consistency in videos to efficiently propagate masks between provided key frames, thus further reducing interaction where possible. Our method works in two steps repeated until the segmentation masks are sufficiently accurate.

The first step is the anchor selection and segmentation step in which the user selects frames that act as a guidance and annotates the masks for key frames in an efficient manner. The set of anchor indices is denoted as follows:

\[ A = \{a_0, ...a_K \mid 0 \leq a_0 < a_1 < ... < a_{K-1} \leq N\}, \]

where \( K \) is the number of the anchor frames (minimally one is required). In the second step, masks on non-annotated frames are then predicted. They are predicted with segmentation propagation by tracking. The segmentation masks are propagated from anchors to the remaining frames using a visual object tracker capable of producing a segmentation output. The idea is illustrated in Figure 2. The tracker is run from one anchor frame to the other (or to the beginning or end of the sequence). When predicting the mask on a frame between two anchor frames, the tracker is initialized with the data from both anchors.

Each frame between the two anchors thus receives two mask predictions denoted as \( P^F_i \) (forward tracking prediction) and \( P^B_i \) (backward tracking prediction). A naive selection choosing the segmentation that is propagated from the closest anchor does not perform well if the object gets occluded or some other phenomenon causes a tracker failure. Therefore, a mask selection strategy based on an external and internal supervision is proposed.

The external supervision is based on the observation that the quality of the predicted mask at the end of the interval, i.e., the next anchor frame, reflects the accumulated error and thus the quality of the predictions throughout the interval. The quality is formalized as a J&F mask overlap score [20] between the predicted segmentation and the user provided segmentation. Since the score is calculated at the end of the interval, it is constant for all the frames within the interval. To determine the per-frame score a tracker-specific internal supervision is made based on the internal localization confidence for a given frame (the specific implementation is described in Section 3.1). The final score for the forward prediction, \( P^F_i \), with an internal tracker confidence \( C^F_i \) at frame \( i \in (a_s, a_e) \); \( e = s + 1 \) is defined as

\[ S^F_i = C^F_i \frac{\exp[\Lambda(P^F_i, M_{a_e})]}{\exp[\Lambda(P^F_{a_e}, M_{a_e})] + \exp[\Lambda(P^B_{a_s}, M_{a_s})]}, \]

where \( \Lambda(\cdot, \cdot) \) is the segmentation similarity function, \( P^F_{a_e} \) is the forward prediction (mask) in the end frame for the interval and \( P^B_{a_s} \) is the backward prediction for the start frame of the interval. As the backward prediction score \( S^B_i \) is analogous, simply switching forward and backward elements of the equation is required. The final segmentation mask for a frame is selected as the prediction with the larger score, i.e.,

\[ M_i = \begin{cases} P^F_i & \text{if } S^F_i > S^B_i, \\ P^B_i & \text{otherwise}. \end{cases} \]

Our video object segmentation framework leverages two state-of-the-art methods, i.e. the interactive object image segmentation method for fast anchor frame segmentation and the visual object tracking method for segmentation propagation.

### 3.1 Anchor segmentation

DEXTR [15] is utilized for the interactive object image segmentation. It accepts at least four extreme points (right-most, left-most, top and bottom) of the object of interest as the input. To get a more accurate mask estimation more points can be added at the edge of the object (see Fig. 3). The segmentation mask prediction is obtained by encoding border points to a distance heatmap, concatenating the heatmap with a color information into four-channel image and passing it through a pre-trained fully convolutional auto-encoder network based on a Deeplab-v2 [23] architecture.

### 3.2 Segmentation propagation by tracking

Our segmentation propagation algorithm is based on the recent visual object tracker D3S [14]. It is one of the first successful deep learning segmentation-based visual object trackers that surpasses its traditional bounding box counterparts. D3S outputs the segmentation based on the information from two different target visual models – GIM and GEM. The geometrically invariant model (GIM) is based on a deep feature comparison from a query frame to the target and background set of features obtained from an initialization frame. The background and foreground similarities of each feature are obtained as average of top \( K \) similarities to features extracted in the initialization phase allowing to build a segmentation probability map. The second model, geometrically constrained model (GEM), encodes target location provided by an adaptive deep discriminative correlation filter [4] as unimodal probability map. The outputs of both models are concatenated and upsampled.

\*D3S uses features extracted with a ResNet50 backbone [7].
with a refinement decoder network to a segmentation mask of the input size. D3S is originally initialized on a single (starting) frame. It is modified to use initializations from several frames, i.e., from the interval start and end anchor frame. The maximum correlation response value from GEM is used as the internal confidence score $C_i$ required by the mask selection score (Equation 2).

### 4 Experiments

Several proposed video object segmentation datasets [2, 28] focus on accurate segmentation in short sequences with large objects, without the evaluation of their robustness in more difficult setups. To account for this, we consider a recent visual tracking performance evaluation dataset, the Visual Object Tracking (VOT2020) dataset [11], as our main evaluation dataset. To test the generalization capabilities, gVOST is on a well known visual object segmentation dataset – the Densely Annotated Video Segmentation (DAVIS2017) dataset [20], which holds a interactive video segmentation challenge allowing comparison with the most state-of-the-art interactive video object segmentation methods. Our method is compared with two state-of-the-art interactive video object segmentation methods, the winner of the DAVIS2020 interactive challenge IVOS [10] and the winner of the DAVIS2018 interactive challenge IVS [18].

#### 4.1 Implementation Details

Our guided video object segmentation by tracking method (gVOST) is implemented in Python using PyTorch library*. A pre-trained DEXTR model [15], trained on PASCAL2012 [5] segmentation dataset is used. In the DAVIS2017 experiments, presented in Section 4.3, we additionally fine-tune the model on the training part of the dataset [20] for 50 epochs with learning rate of $1e^{-8}$, momentum of 0.9 and weight decay of $5e^{-4}$ with the batch size of five samples.

*https://pytorch.org/
4.2 Evaluation on the VOT2020 dataset

The VOT2020 dataset is used for our primary evaluation. This is the first visual object tracking dataset that contains the ground truth in a form of binary segmentation masks generated by experienced human annotators. The dataset contains a diverse set of 60 video sequences of average length 300 frames, which is several times longer than a typical video object segmentation dataset sequence (approximately 70 frames).

4.2.1 The annotation accuracy: General video sequences included in tracking datasets are quite challenging even for human annotators as the resolution tends to be modest and the target object may be blurred due to the fast motion, etc. This leads to a certain degree of annotation ambiguity. To estimate the achievable segmentation consensus, six volunteers were asked to carefully annotate objects on selected frames twice in a row. We have selected a set of 8 diverse frames from different sequences (see Figure 4) to capture the variability of objects, while keeping the cumulative effort of volunteers reasonably low. In this way we obtained 12 segmentation masks for each frame and 96 segmentation masks for the entire set. A visual evaluation shows that all segmentation masks were of the highest quality. Despite some minor differences between the masks for the same object, all the masks should be considered as the ground truth and their variation specifies the level under which the differences should be considered negligible for practical evaluation.

The VOT2020 ground truth is compared with the 96 masks obtained in the survey to estimate the level of segmentation ambiguity, i.e., the performance measure bound beyond which all alternative segmentation masks should be considered as equivalent. The average overlap for IoU and J&F is 0.84 and 0.89, respectively. Any overlap exceeding \( \rho_{VOT} = \mu_{VOT} - \sigma_{VOT} \) (\( \sigma_{VOT} \) being the standard deviation over the distribution of differences) is considered to be accurate beyond the annotation noise. Thus \( \rho_{IoU}^{VOT} = 0.76 \) and \( \rho_{J&F}^{VOT} = 0.82 \) are referred to as the VOT annotation accuracy bound.

4.2.2 The evaluation protocol: An automatic evaluation protocol is required for a systematic, repeatable and reproducible analysis [20]. The DAVIS protocol, described in Section 4.3.1, iteratively prompts the user to annotate a single frame. Since the visual object tracking sequences are longer and more challenging than the video object segmentation sequences, we propose a modified protocol that more faithfully reflects practical interaction scenario. Anchors are selected at every \( \Delta \)th frame and segmented using a simulated user input derived from the ground truth. The algorithm then propagates the masks to other frames. A new anchor is added at the frame with the worst segmentation and the process is repeated. The performance is measured using the intersection over union (IoU) as well as the J&F measure that explicitly emphasises the accuracy of the segmentation mask at the border of the object [19].

The user interaction in the DEXTR control points input is simulated by inferring points from the ground truth for the corresponding frame. Four extreme points are first calculated from the ground truth segmentation mask. If needed, an additional point is added along the contour where the estimated mask deviates most from the ground truth. This process is limited to eight points, afterwards the mask with the largest J&F score is chosen as the final user-selected anchor mask. The reference methods [10, 18] used in our evaluation require scribbles for initialization. The scribbles generated for these methods use the standard method from the DAVIS interactive challenge toolbox [2].
4.2.3 Quantitative analysis: The performance on VOT2020 with respect to the percentage of annotated frames in a sequence is shown in Figure 5 and Table 1. On average, gVOST requires seven clicks per an anchor mask. At already 5% of the manually annotated frames, gVOST achieves on average 0.732 IoU, thus outperforming IVOS [10] and IVS [18] by 40% and 67%, respectively. gVOST achieves the VOT IoU annotation accuracy $\rho_{\text{IOU}}^{\text{VOT}}$ bound at annotating only 9% of all frames (0.76 IoU) and reaches the J&F VOT annotation accuracy boundary $\rho_{\text{J&F}}^{\text{VOT}}$ at 7% annotated frames (0.82 J&F). Neither IVS nor IVOS comes close to the annotation accuracy bound within 20% of the annotated frames (every fifth frame).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$\Omega$</th>
<th>Method</th>
<th>IoU</th>
<th>J&amp;F</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5%</td>
<td>IVS [18]</td>
<td>0.438</td>
<td>0.500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IVOS [10]</td>
<td>0.524</td>
<td>0.592</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>gVOST</td>
<td>0.732</td>
<td>0.810</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10%</td>
<td>IVS [18]</td>
<td>0.529</td>
<td>0.598</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IVOS [10]</td>
<td>0.576</td>
<td>0.655</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>gVOST</td>
<td>0.764</td>
<td>0.842</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20%</td>
<td>IVS [18]</td>
<td>0.606</td>
<td>0.684</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IVOS [10]</td>
<td>0.620</td>
<td>0.702</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>gVOST</td>
<td>0.793</td>
<td>0.869</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Segmentation accuracy on VOT2020 with respect to the percentage of the annotated frames – $\Omega$. Best results are boldfaced.

According to the estimates [15], a manual segmentation of all frames in a typical tracking sequence (300 frames) takes 6 hours of constant work. Our analysis shows that gVOST requires user input on approximately every 17th frame to segment all the frames in the video with the masks that exceed the VOT annotation accuracy $\rho_{\text{VOT}}$. This means that gVOST reduces the annotation time by 94%, i.e. to merely 25 minutes. When using the DEXTR-based initialization with seven clicks, only every 10th frame needs to be annotated to segment a video with an equal quality. It takes ten seconds to click seven points on an object, thus the required video annotation time is reduced to mere five minutes. The conclusion is that gVOST decreases the user work for visual object tracking domain videos by 98%.

4.2.4 Ablation analysis: The contribution of different parts of gVOST is analyzed in an ablation study. The study is conducted on a subset of eight sequences, selected from the VOT2020 dataset\. We have compared the influence of fine-tuning the D3S tracker during the annotation process (gVOST$_{\text{NFT}}$ - no fine-tuning) and the influence of initializing the tracker with the data from the anchors at both sides of the interval (gVOST$_{\text{N2}}$ - no second anchor) with the main method (gVOST). We have also included a version of the method that uses ground truth segmentation directly in anchors to study the influence of the DEXTR-based anchor initialization compared to inputting the segmentation mask manually (gVOST$_{\text{GT}}$).

The results, given in Table 2, show that additional information about the object indeed improves the performance. The fine-tuning of the mask decoder adapts it to the current sequence, thus increasing the accuracy, resulting in 5% improvement. The influence of using two frames in the tracker initialization is less noticeable,
adding only 1%, but a detailed inspection showed that it contributes to the tracker robustness in the more challenging intervals. Using the ground truth mask to annotate the anchors improves the performance of the main method by about 2 – 3%. On the other hand, the DEXTR segmentation is significantly faster in practice, and yields satisfactory results.

### 4.2.5 Qualitative analysis

We further perform qualitative analysis of segmentation mask selection protocol. Figure 6 shows the effectiveness of our proposed mask selection strategy on a challenging sequence from the VOT dataset [11]. Every 10th frame of the video is manually annotated and the segmentation for the remaining frames is determined by a forward and backward propagation. The proposed selection method almost always selects the better mask. In cases where the selection fails, both masks are similarly good or bad. Examples of these situations are visualized at the second and third arrow in Figure 6, where the J&F score of selected mask is worse, but segmentation masks are still equally good. In contrast, at last arrow, where higher scoring segmentation mask is selected, it is clearly better.

A qualitative analysis on three sequences is performed for additional insights: (i) the first sequence depicts tracking a rectangular book with out-of-plane rotations and folding, (ii) the second sequence depicts a car with substantial blurring, and (iii) the third sequence depicts an articulated body of an ice skater. The sequences are approximately 150 frames long and every 50th frame is annotated by the user, by inputting either 4 extreme points or scribbles in case of IVS [18] and IVOS [10].

Results given in Figure 9, show that IVS [18] performs worst in terms of robustness, i.e., it completely loses track in case of the book. IVOS [10] also struggles as it begins to drift to the hands of the girl holding the book. gVOST does not lose track of the object, nor it segments surrounding regions belonging to hands as part of the object. A similar phenomenon is observed for the car sequence, where IVS starts to lose the object frame by frame. With the ice skater sequence IVOS struggles with the space between the legs of the iceskater and labels it as part of the body. IVS performs a better, but still includes some background as part of the person. gVOST segments all three objects most accurately with a minimal user interaction.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>5%</th>
<th>10%</th>
<th>20%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>gVOST_NFT</td>
<td>73.6/83.0</td>
<td>75.9/85.2</td>
<td>77.4/86.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gVOST_N2</td>
<td>77.9/86.7</td>
<td>78.2/87.4</td>
<td>79.7/88.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gVOST</td>
<td>78.0/86.8</td>
<td>79.5/88.3</td>
<td>80.5/89.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gVOST_GT</td>
<td>80.4/88.0</td>
<td>82.7/89.9</td>
<td>83.6/92.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Ablation analysis results for eight sequences selected from the VOT2020 dataset with respect to the percentage of the annotated frames in the sequence. The performance is reported as an mIoU - J&F pair.

Figure 6. J&F overlap of the backward and forward-propagated masks from anchors at each frame. The forward and backward propagated masks for selected frames are shown below the plot. Red dots on the plot and red squares around the frames indicate the chosen mask from two possibilities.
4.3 Evaluation on the DAVIS2017 dataset

The video object segmentation datasets typically contain shorter sequences with large objects which do not visually change as significantly as in the tracking sequences. The evaluation is more focused on accuracy. To demonstrate the generality of gVOST, it is further evaluated on the reference dataset for interactive video object segmentation [20].

4.3.1 Experimental Setup: The original DAVIS interactive experiment protocol [20] is used. It allows a limited set of user interaction steps for segmenting the entire video. The first interaction step involves annotating the first frame of the sequence. The method is then run to propagate the annotated mask to all the remaining frames. In each subsequent interaction step, the frame with the worst segmentation mask is selected for re-annotation and the masks are propagated again. The annotation experiment is stopped after eight interactions. An additional experiment using the protocol presented in Subsection 4.2 is also made.

4.3.2 Results: Table 3 compares the overall results of the gVOST in comparison to state-of-the-art. gVOST outperforms the winner of the DAVIS2018 interactive challenge IVS [18] as well as other methods, and performs similarly to the winner of the DAVIS2020 interactive challenge [10].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>IoU</th>
<th>J&amp;F</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Najafi et al. [17]</td>
<td>0.548</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heo et al. [9]</td>
<td>0.725</td>
<td>0.752</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IVS [18]</td>
<td>0.734</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IVOS [10]</td>
<td>0.790</td>
<td>0.827</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gVOST</td>
<td>0.745</td>
<td>0.775</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Video object segmentation results on the DAVIS 2017 validation dataset after 8 initializations. gVOST outperforms the winner of the DAVIS 2018 interactive challenge in IoU.

Results for the interaction protocol given in Section 4.3.1 are shown in Figure 7. gVOST performs on par with the IVS [18] in terms of IoU, and it outperforms it in terms of J&F. gVOSTGT reaches 0.83 IoU at just 5 fully annotated objects on sequence, meanwhile the winner of DAVIS 2020 interactive challenge IVOS [10] reaches the same performance at 40 scribble interactions per object on sequence. We argue that annotating with gVOSTGT is more efficient. Though gVOSTGT takes six minutes of the user labour (if segmentation masks are created fully manually, not in combination with DEXTR), and IVOS needs approximately five minutes of user labour, searching the worst annotated frame in sequence, interaction and propagation procedure with IVOS has to be repeated 40 times. With gVOSTGT the procedure is repeated only five times, resulting in easier and more efficient sequence annotation.

5 Conclusion

A novel method for user-guided video object segmentation, gVOST is presented. In the first stage a sparse subset of anchor frames are selected and segmented by a user using an interactive image segmentation technique; then anchor labels are propagated from the anchors to the rest of the frames using a visual object tracking algorithm and a proposal selection mechanism. To the best of knowledge, gVOST is the first method designed for annotation in challenging videos.

The effectiveness of our approach is demonstrated on a visual object tracking dataset VOT2020 [11], achieving 0.73 IoU at just 5% of annotated frames on the dataset, gVOST outperforms the state-of-the-art interactive video object segmentation methods IVS [18] and IVOS [10] by 67% and 40%, respectively. By annotating approximately 10% of the frames, our method achieves the accuracy level, comparable to the quality of ground truth. It can be concluded that the the presented method outperforms the current interactive video object segmentation methods, which have worse tracking ability and tend to lose track of the object in challenging sequences that are common in realistic real world scenarios. On the reference interactive video object segmentation datasets [20] gVOST performs comparably to state-of-the-art, thus demonstrating generality over a range of video types.

A video segmentation application is developed, which implements the gVOST method. The application offers an intuitive graphical user interface and can be used without extensive computer vision experience. Our application significantly reduces the user involvement in annotation of video sequences. The time taken to annotate a single video sequence can be on average lowered by 98% in comparison with manual annotation. In other words, more than six hours used for manually segmenting out an average tracking video sequence reduces down to approximately 5 minutes of user labour.

The application has already been used by independant researchers to annotate of a the VOT2021 tracking dataset. They find it very useful and time efficient. Based on the detailed feedback, we have identified potential improvements of the method will be investigated in future work. For example, after an annotation iteration, the user reviews the whole sequence to find and correct segments by adding new anchors. This could be improved by developing an algorithm that would automatically suggest which frames are very likely to have been poorly segmented. The image segmentation method will be modified to allow manual correction with negative clicks, enabling manual exclusion of wrongly segmented parts.
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Figure 9. Selected results on the VOT2020 dataset. First column presents initialization frames.